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How do I know if I should take 
English 9 Honors? 

(Questions the English 9H Teachers think you should consider) 
 

Are you a strong English student overall? 
•  Have you earned A's in your 7th and 8th grade English classes? 
• Is English a subject you enjoy? 
• Would you like to challenge yourself more in your reading and writing? 

 
Are you a strong reader? 

• Do you always do your assigned class reading? 
• Do you read fairly quickly? 
• Do you have good reading comprehension? 
• Do you like reading for pleasure? 

 
Are you a strong writer? 

• Do you get A's on most of your essays? 
• Do you understand how to write topic sentences?  
• Do you have an extensive vocabulary? 
• Do you know how to structure a paragraph and an essay? 
• Do you have a good understanding of grammar and sentence structure? 

 
Are you a critical thinker and articulate speaker? 

• Do you like to share your ideas in class discussions?  
• Do you enjoy analyzing a book for deeper meanings? 
• Do you like to challenge yourself to think about things in a new way? 

 
Are you well-organized? 

• Do you keep track of your assignments in a planner?  
• Do you turn in your work on time? 
• Do you pace yourself effectively for long-term projects? 
• Can you balance a heavy course load with your outside activities? 

 
Do you go the extra mile because you like learning and doing your best? 

• Are you a leader when it comes to group work? 
• Do you take advantage of essay rewrite opportunities?  
• Do you put full effort into your homework? 
• Do you jump at the opportunity to do extra credit work? 
• Would you rather get a "B" in an honors class than an "A" in a regular class? 



Honors 9: Q & A for Current 8th Graders 
(Responses from LGHS 9 Honors students) 

 
1. Is Honors English hard?   It is challenging, but if you give full effort, and you are 

truly interested in English and Literature, the work is worth it. You have to be willing to 
read two books at the same time (one for class discussions and the other for your 
Reading Log). 

 
2. How many hours of homework in Honors English will I have?  Usually about 30-

60 minutes per night, in addition to the Reading Logs.  If you have a lot of extra-
curricular activities, it is hard. You have to be willing to stay up late to do your work.  
If you tend to procrastinate, you will find it really hard. It is not unbearable, but you must 
manage your time efficient ly. 

 
3. What is a Reading Log?  It i s a group of essays on multiple aspects of an independent 

reading novel. There are two each semester. You have to work on them on your own in 
addition to the regular homework.  Comp/Lit 9 classes ("Regular" Freshmen English 
classes) do not write formal Reading Logs. 

 
4. How many honors classes should I take during freshmen year? We would 

definitely not recommend three. You should only do three if you don't have a lot of extra 
activities and don't procrastinate.  Take two if you're a good student and manage your 
time well. 

 
5. Do l have to be organized to do well in the class?  It definitely helps. You have to 

have a sense of where everything is because the class moves very quickly.  You also have 
to be able to keep track of long-term deadlines and pace yourself in working towards them. 

 
6. Do I have to love reading?  It certainly helps! You have to be motivated to read, and 

you have to be willing to read books that you wouldn't normally pick up on your own. 
The discussions arc a lot more fun when everyone knows what is going on, and class 
participation is an important part of Honors English.   In addition to assigned books, you 
have to read 1500 pages of Outside Reading per semester. 

 
7. Do I have to be a great writer?  You need to be a strong writer, with a good sense 

of vocabulary, sentence structure, mechanics, and supporting your ideas with concrete 
details and examples.  You need to be willing to work on improving your writing by 
paying close attention to writing models provided in class, spending time on the writing 
and revision process, and taking advantage of rewrite opportunities. 

 
8. What are the hardest aspects of Honors English?  Reading Logs and Vocabulary 

Tests. If you don't care about reading or learning new words, think twice before you sign 
up! 



 

English 9 
Core Literature: 
Short Stories 
Mythology, Tales, and Legends 
Selected Poems 
Breaking Through 
The Odyssey 
To Kill a Mockingbird 
Romeo and Juliet 
Oedipus or Antigone 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Outside Reading: 
2 - 3 Books/Semester 

 
 
 

Grammar: 
Language Network ( text) 
(primarily class instruction) 

 
 

Vocabulary: 
Vocabulary from Core Literature 
Vocabulary for Achievement 

 
 

Writing Assignments: 
Journal Entries 
Creative Writing (myths, short story) 
One Research Paper/Project 
Written & Oral Book Reports/Projects 
4 - 5 Analytical Essays 
Business Letter 
Service Leaming Project 

English 9 Honors 
Core Literature: 
Short Stories 
Mythology, Tales, and Legends 
Selected Poems 
Breaking Through 
The Chosen 
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn 
The Odyssey 
Oedipus 
The Bean Trees 
Farewell to Manzanar 
To Kill a Mockingbird 
A Raisin in the Sun 
The Miracle Worker 
Romeo and Juliet 

 

Outside Reading: 
5 Books/Semester 
( 1500  pages /semester for an "A") 
* three of the above count as outside reading 

Grammar: 
Language Network (text) 
Sentence Patterns (basic and complex) 
(primarily self-instruction) 

 

Vocabulary: 
Vocabulary from Core Literature 
Greek & Latin Roots 
High Frequency SAT Words (about 300) 

 

Writing Assignments: 
Journal Entries 
Creative Writing (poems, myth) 
Two Research Papers/Project s 
8 Written/2 Oral Reading Logs 
8 - 10 Analytical Essays 
Business Letter 
Class Poetry E-Book 
Service Learning Project/Essay 
Final Showcase Portfolio 
 

 

* English 9 Requirements may vary somewhat from one teacher to the next. 



Which math class should I take in 9th grade? 
 

 
 Current course:  

Math 8CC or Algebra Readiness 
 

 
 

Algebra A + Algebra B  Algebra 1 
• 2-year Algebra 1 course 
• Students earn college prep credit 

upon the completion of both Algebra 
A and B 

• This class allows more time for 
students to practice their Algebra 1 
skills to fully grasp it before moving 
on 

• Recommended for students who 
earn below a C in 8th grade math or 
who feel they could use more time to 
grasp Algebra 1 skills 

 •  1-year Algebra 1 course 
•  Students earn college prep credit 
•  This class goes at the typical pace of 
an Algebra 1 course 
•  Recommended for students who earn 
a C or higher in 8th grade math 

 
 
 Current course: Algebra 1  
 

Algebra 1  Geometry 
• Recommended for students who 

earn a B or lower in Algebra 1 
• Algebra 1 is the foundation for all 

future math classes. If a student has 
gaps they need to be addressed 
before moving on to Geometry. 

 • Recommended for students who 
earn a B+ or higher in Algebra 1 

 
 
 Current course: Geometry  
 

Algebra 2 Accelerated 
• Recommended for students who earn a B+ or higher in Algebra 1 and Geometry 
• If grades are lower than a B+, summer work should be done to fill gaps before taking Alg 2 Acc 
 

What do I need to know about High School Math? 
 

• Homework is worth a very small percentage of your grade, although it is critical for success. 
• You should not expect test retakes or corrections. You are responsible for being prepared to 

show content mastery on the day of the test. 
• You need to earn a C- or higher to move to the next math course in the sequence, although a B- 

or higher is recommended. 
• Set yourself up for an attainable challenge. 
• The pathway from Trig/PreCalc Honors to AP Calculus BC is now open if you meet the 

requirements (A in Trig/PreCalc Honors and 40/45 on Calculus Readiness Test).  
 



Which Class Should I Take: Earth/Space Science or Biology? 
 

Take Earth/Space Science If You: 
● Think space, planets, earthquakes, volcanoes, fossils, and meteorology are really cool and you want to 

learn more 
● Are able to handle 20+ minutes of science homework each night  
● Do your best to complete your homework on-time every night (but aren’t always perfect) and might 

need your parents to help you stay organized 
● Like the pace of your current science class  

Take Biology If You: 
● Are able to handle 35+ minutes of science homework each night 
● Almost always complete your homework and almost always complete it on-time; are very organized 
● Are earning an A in your middle school science class (both semesters) 
● Wouldn’t mind if your science class went at a faster pace  
● Want to challenge yourself but think honors biology might be a little too challenging 

 
Freshman Science Comparison 
 
 Biology Earth/Space 

Science 
UC Approved Laboratory College Prep Course ✓ ✓ 
Features frequent, hands-on labs ✓ ✓ 
Features teacher-led, in-class review and review sheets before tests ✓ ✓ 
Is an awesome class where you will learn a TON and meet new 
people 

✓ ✓ 

Are thinking of taking an AP science course at LGHS ✓ ✓ 
Is a survey course covering basic science skills, astronomy, 
oceanography, meteorology, geology, seismology, alternative energy 

 ✓ 

Teaches/models organizational and study skills to help you be 
successful as you adjust to high school 

 ✓ 

Aimed at students in Algebra I  ✓ 
Covers the subjects of cell biology, biochemistry, scientific method, 
genetics, reproduction, protein synthesis, biotechnology, evolution, 
human body 

✓  

Aimed at students in Geometry ✓  
 

 
  



Which Class Should I Take: Biology or Biology Honors? 
 

Take Biology If You: 
● Are able to handle 35+ minutes of science homework  each night 
● Almost always complete your homework and almost always complete it on-time 
● Find review sheets, in-class reviews, and study guides to be helpful 
● Wouldn’t mind if your science class went at a little faster pace 
● Want to challenge yourself but think honors biology might be a little too challenging 

 

Take Honors Biology If You: 
● Are able to handle 1+ hour of science homework  each night  
● Always complete your homework and always complete it on-time 
● Don’t feel terribly challenged in middle school science and really want to push yourself 
● Would do your homework every night even if the teacher didn’t check it the next day 
● Feel like in-class reviews before a test aren’t usually helpful because you already know the information 
● Want to be in a very rapid, very fast-paced class  where there is a new unit and test every 2 weeks 
● Take a leadership role in group projects and lab activities 

 
 

Freshman Science Comparison: Biology vs. Biology Honors 
 Honors 

Biology 
Biology 

Features frequent, hands-on labs ✓ ✓ 
Covers the subjects of cell biology, biochemistry, scientific method, genetics, reproduction, 
protein synthesis, biotechnology, evolution, human body 

✓ ✓ 

Features a hands-on fetal pig dissection ✓ ✓ 
Features a biotechnology lab where students solve a murder with DNA fingerprinting ✓ ✓ 
Features a biotechnology lab where students genetically modify bacteria to glow under UV 
light (GMOs) 

✓ ✓ 

Features a biosphere project where students create their own ecosystem in a bottle ✓ ✓ 
Aimed at students in Geometry ✓ ✓ 
Requires student to take a qualifying placement test ✓  
Fast-paced course with a significant proportion of learning done independently at home ✓  
Focuses on biology from a molecular perspective ✓  
Focuses on biology from a ecological perspective  ✓ 
Features teacher-led, in-class reviews before tests  ✓ 
Has review sheets and study guides  ✓ 
Are thinking of taking an AP science course as a senior ✓ ✓ 
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